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NFL Draft 2016 Scouting Report: WR Tyler Boyd, Pitt 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are less typically physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

I think everyone recognizes that Tyler Boyd has very good hands—NFL starting wide receiver hands. I 

don’t know who will passionately argue against that. The question for me as a scout would be, after 

watching his game tape over the past three seasons, and looking through his college numbers, and his 

NFL Combine measurements...‘and then what?’ 

OK, he has very good/great hands. He measured tall and thin at the NFL Combine, along with not that 

fast (4.58 40-time), and not that athletic overall (11 bench reps, 34” vertical), but pretty nimble. What 

do I do with this? What’s the proper evaluation of good hands and mediocre measurements on almost 

everything else? 

When I watch Boyd play, and consider him in the context of the past couple of years of WR draft 

prospects, I have a hard time profiling him. He plays like a bigger WR in college, but he’s only 

6′1″+/197…that’s not imposing in the NFL. Boyd plays with aggression and high effort, and can 

manhandle college DBs, but I question whether he will do the same at the NFL level. He’s not physically 

imposing by any means, in terms of the NFL. 

He’s not a burner—4.58 40-time speed. He has a below-average vertical. His bench press was pathetic—

like he didn’t even prepare for the NFL Combine (11 reps). He gave me nothing to work with, nothing to 

get excited about from the NFL Combine. All I have is what I knew before—‘good hands’. Good size, but 

a little smaller/thinner than I expected. Not all that athletic or fast. 

He’s not Calvin Johnson (tall, imposing, ultra-athletic), and he’s not Brandin Cooks (small, powerful, 

blazing speed). He’s not even Larry Fitzgerald, who he’s often compared to because they went to the 

same college, and both have really good hands—Fitzgerald was much more on the athletic and nice size 

side of the scale compared to Boyd. When our computer scouting models proposed all the various NFL 

comparisons, one of the names stuck out on the list. It’s the one name who provides hope, or a path to 

higher-level NFL success for Tyler Boyd…and that name is DeAndre Hopkins. 

Hopkins, like Boyd, is also 6′1″+ with great hands—more known for his hands than for any off-the-charts 

athleticism. If you can make the case that Boyd equals Hopkins, now we’re talking a future #1 WR, and 
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worthy of a higher draft pick. Here’s the problem: Hopkins profiles as a much better prospect than Boyd 

does. 

Although they are about the same height, Hopkins is 17 pounds bigger/thicker than Boyd. That’s a huge 

differential. Boyd at 6′1″+/197 is almost scrawny for the NFL—that’s not good if you’re going to try to 

make a case for him as a #1 WR. If Boyd ran like a 4.38+ 40-time, it might be a little different. However, 

Boyd is close to a 4.6 runner. Hopkins is a 4.51 runner...with the extra 17 pounds. Hopkins measured 

thicker, faster, stronger, with a better vertical and longer arms. Basically, Hopkins is better than Boyd in 

every way you can measure it, but they both have really good hands. 

If Tyler Boyd is not physically on a par with DeAndre Hopkins, then what is he? Is he more Jason Avant? 

If he is another Jason Avant, it means he’ll have a nice little NFL career…just not a team’s #1 wide 

receiver. 

Don’t forget all of the great 6′0″/6′1″ WR prospects that we all get excited about during this pre-draft 

time, and then 2–3 years later we forget who they are. Weren’t you excited about Davante Adams? 

Weren’t you excited about Quinton Patton? If Tyler Boyd is one of those guys—is he worth a first- or 

second-round draft pick? You know the answer to that. 

When I watch Boyd on tape, I do like his game—a lot. I recall my studies on a similar WR from this 2016 

class—Ohio State’s Michael Thomas. Thomas is NFL-worthy, but not off-the-charts athletic. He’s overall 

above-average, but not ‘wow’, as an athlete. Thomas has talent, but he plays completely passively in my 

view/studies. Boyd is the same type of athlete as Thomas, about an inch shorter, but Boyd has much 

more ‘swagger’/aggression. Boyd oozes confidence. With Boyd, you get a ‘C+’ body/athlete for the NFL 

with ‘A’ hands, and ‘A’ confidence (Thomas is a ‘C+’ athlete, ‘B’ hands, and ‘C’ confidence). 

Boyd is hard to classify for the NFL—is he Larry Fitzgerald or DeAndre Hopkins or Jason Avant? I think 

he’s somewhere in the middle of Hopkins–Avant. Not a true #1, but a sweet #2 WR if paired with an 

excellent #1. 

  

Tyler Boyd, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Here’s a scary number, for those looking to push Boyd as a top 40 overall pick, and as a hopeful #1 WR in 

the NFL…in 10 of 12 games played in 2015, Boyd was under 100 yards receiving. To be fair, the Pitt 

passing game was pretty crappy in 2015. Still, elite WRs usually find a way to numbers. 

Something you may not realize on Boyd: 60 rushes for 349 yards last season. Towards the second half of 

the 2015 season, Boyd was taking 3–8 carries in games—he’s the kind of player coaches want to get the 

ball to. He ran tough, and like a traditional running back. If you take rushing into consideration, Boyd 

tallied 100+ total yards in games seven of his 12 games played in 2015. 
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Boyd also worked the return game, unlike some other supposed top wide receivers in this draft (Will 

Fuller, Michael Thomas). Boyd led the ACC in kick return average in 2014, and was third in punt return 

average that same season. 

In games against higher-ranked teams in 2015 (Iowa, UNC, Notre Dame), Boyd averaged 7.7 catches for 

104.7 yards receiving and 0.67 TDs per game. He also rushed for 14.7 yards per contest as well. 

Boyd was a nice producer, he’s just a very good football player with possible issues with his 

body/athleticism translating to similar successes in the NFL. 

  

 

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Tyler Boyd Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

We’ve already discussed a few of the names on our comparison list. It’s a pertinent list because 

besides DeAndre Hopkins, you are looking at a collection of very nice, very skilled NFL wide 

receivers…but they are not superstars. They are not #1 wide receivers. They are more ‘nice to have’ 

guys, complementary wide receivers. Guys who in the right situation can have really nice games, some 

nice seasons. But they never are pure superstars, game changers. 

Boyd, to our scouting models is hanging out in a gray area between ‘good’ and ‘great’ for the NFL…not 

sure which way he’ll ultimately break. 

 

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands' 
Metric 

7.756 2016 Boyd Tyler Pitt 6 1.4 197 6.19 5.85 10.45 

5.580 2013 Patton Quinton La Tech 6 0.0 204 7.08 5.94 9.06 

7.769 2014 Adams Davante Fresno St 6 0.7 212 9.41 5.71 8.98 

8.456 2013 Hopkins DeAndre Clemson 6 1.0 214 9.26 6.97 10.86 

6.081 2003 Burleson Nate Nevada 6 1.0 197 8.86 6.22 10.48 

6.538 2012 Kearse Jermaine Washington 6 1.1 209 9.73 7.10 8.37 

5.212 2014 Abbrederis Jared Wisconsin 6 1.0 195 2.98 8.64 9.33 
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*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Big-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Big-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is 

more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Big-WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/to create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

 

2016 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Boyd is projecting as a second-round prospect at the moment. I’ll bet most analysts will compare him 

to Jordan Matthews as a ‘good hands’, thin-framed second-round projection. That’s not really proper. 

Matthews is/was a much bigger, more athletically gifted wide receiver prospect than Boyd is. Boyd is 

more Davante Adams…which was a compliment in 2014, and an insult after 2015. Boyd likely won’t get 

the ‘yips’ like Adams did in 2015, but their smaller frames could get both of them rattled too often at the 

next level—it’s on the table for consideration. In the end, because of his reliable hands and 

aggressive/high effort play, Boyd goes second round. 

If I were an NFL GM, I’d likely pass on Boyd in the second-round. No disrespect to Boyd, but there are 

much better football assets to acquire in the second-round versus a ‘great hands’, ‘good athlete’ wide 

receiver—there’s a growing number of those kinds of prospects. Jeremy Butler, UDFA WR in Baltimore, 

is buried…and he has great hands, OK athleticism, but is built like a brick wall. I could have had Butler a 

lot cheaper…and probably could today via trade. 
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NFL Outlook:    

Boyd will be drafted highly, and thus will get a push to quick playing time. He’s a good WR, with great 

hands—so he won’t disappoint. He’s going to be fine, but I think in the end people will say he wasn’t 

really worth his high draft status. He won’t hurt a team, but he’s not going to radically change their 

offense either. Justin Hardy is a better version of Josh Boyd’s style…and no one cares about Hardy right 

now. 
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